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Taxation of 529 College Savings
Account Withdrawals

The big advantage of 529 plans is that qualified
withdrawals are always federal-income-tax-free, and
usually state-income-tax-free too.
What you may not know is that not all 529
withdrawals qualify for tax-free treatment, even in
years when you have heavy college costs.
Here are six important points to know about 529
withdrawals.

Point No. 1: You Usually Have Several
Payment Options
529 account owner or 529 plan participant: Plans
commonly use both terms to describe the person who
established and controls the account. This letter will
use account owner.
As the account owner, you can generally have a
withdrawal check cut in your own name or have an
electronic deposit made into your own account.
Alternatively, you can have a withdrawal issued in
the name of the account beneficiary (the college

student for whom you set up the 529 account, usually
a child or grandchild) or issued directly to the
educational institution for the benefit of the account
beneficiary.
You choose your payment option by submitting a
withdrawal request to the 529 plan.

Point No. 2: Watch Out for Withdrawals
from 529 Accounts Funded with Custodial
Account Money
Let’s say you funded the 529 account with money that
came from a custodial account that was set up for the
account beneficiary (your child or grandchild) under
your state’s Uniform Gift to Minors Act (UGMA) or
Uniform Transfer to Minors Act (UTMA).
In this situation, you must use any money taken from
the custodial account solely for the benefit of the
child or grandchild. You can’t take a 529 account
withdrawal for yourself if the 529 account was
funded with money from a child’s or grandchild’s
custodial account. Since the money in the 529
account came from the custodial account, the 529
account money legally belongs to your child or
grandchild, not you.
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On the other hand, if you funded the 529 account with
your own money, then the money in the account is
fair game. You can take withdrawals and do whatever
you want with them—subject to the potential federal
income tax implications explained later.

Point No. 3: The IRS Knows about
Withdrawals
For any year that a 529 withdrawal is taken, the plan
must issue Form 1099-Q, Payments From Qualified
Education Programs (Under Sections 529 and 530),
by February 1 of the following year.
If the withdrawal goes to the 529 account beneficiary
(your child or grandchild), the 1099-Q is issued in his
or her social security number. If the withdrawal goes
to you as the account owner, the 1099-Q is issued in
your social security number. Either way, the IRS gets
a copy of the 1099-Q and knows what happened.

Point No. 4: Withdrawals May Be Taxable
Even in Years When Substantial College
Costs Are Incurred
When the Form 1099-Q shows withdrawn earnings,
the IRS becomes interested in the 1099-Q recipient’s
Form 1040 because some or all of the earnings might
be taxable. Here’s the deal on that:
Withdrawn earnings are always federal-income-taxfree and penalty-free when total withdrawals for the
year do not exceed the adjusted qualified education
expenses, or AQEE, for the year.
AQEE equals the sum of the 529 account
beneficiary’s:

● room and board (but only if the beneficiary
carries at least half of a full-time course load);

● required books, supplies, and equipment;
● computer hardware and peripherals, software,
and internet access costs; and
● expenses for special needs services.
Next, you must subtract any federal-income-tax-free
educational assistance to calculate the account
beneficiary’s AQEE.
According to the IRS, tax-free educational assistance
includes costs covered by:

● tax-free Pell grants;
● tax-free scholarships, fellowships, and tuition
discounts;

● tax-free veterans’ educational assistance;
● an employer’s tax-free educational assistance
program under Internal Revenue Code
Section 127; and
● any other tax-free educational assistance
(other than assistance received in the form of
a gift or an inheritance).
In addition, tax-free educational assistance includes
any costs used to claim the American Opportunity tax
credit or the Lifetime Learning tax credit.
Key point. You can also include in AQEE:
● up to $10,000 annually for the account
beneficiary’s K-12 tuition costs;

● the account beneficiary’s fees, books,
supplies, and equipment required to
participate in a registered apprenticeship
program; and

● college tuition and related fees;
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● interest and principal payments on qualified
student loan debt owed by the account
beneficiary or his or her sibling—subject to a
$10,000 lifetime limit.
Bottom line. When withdrawals during the year
exceed AQEE for the year, all or part of the
withdrawn earnings will be taxable. When
withdrawals don’t exceed AQEE, all the withdrawn
earnings are federal-income-tax-free.

Point No. 5: When You Keep a
Withdrawal, There Are Tax Consequences
Assuming the 529 account was funded with your own
money (as opposed to money from a custodial
account), you are free to change the 529 account
beneficiary to yourself and then take federal-incometax-free withdrawals to cover your own AQEE if you
decide to go back to school.
But if you take a withdrawal that you use for purposes
other than education, report the taxable portion of any
related account earnings as miscellaneous income on
your Form 1040. Taxable amounts may also get hit
with a 10 percent penalty tax to boot (see below).
Finally, if you liquidate a loser 529 account (worth
less than the total amount of contributions), there are
no federal income tax consequences. (The
government stopped participating in your losses for
tax years 2018-2025.)

Point No. 6: Withdrawals Not Used for
Education Can Also Be Hit with a 10
Percent Penalty Tax

As explained earlier, some or all of the earnings
included in a 529 withdrawal taken during the year
must be included in gross income when the
withdrawn earnings exceed the account beneficiary’s
AQEE for the year. But there’s more…
According to the general rule, the taxable amount of
earnings is also hit with a 10 percent penalty tax.
However, the 10 percent penalty tax doesn’t apply to
earnings that are taxable solely because the
beneficiary’s AQEE was reduced by:

● tax-free Pell grants;
● tax-free scholarships, fellowships, and tuition
●
●
●
●

discounts;
tax-free veterans’ educational assistance;
tax-free employer-provided educational
assistance;
any other tax-free educational assistance; or
costs used to claim the American Opportunity
or Lifetime Learning tax credit.

In addition, the 10 percent penalty tax doesn’t apply
to earnings withdrawn when the account beneficiary
attends one of the U.S. military academies (such as
West Point, Annapolis, or the Air Force Academy).
Finally, the 10 percent penalty tax doesn’t apply to
earnings withdrawn after the account beneficiary dies
or becomes disabled.

Tax-Home Rules You Should
Know
When you travel out of town overnight, you need to
know the tax-home rule. The IRS defines your tax
home, and it’s not necessarily in the same town where
you have your personal residence.
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If you have more than one business location, one of
the locations will be your tax home. It’s generally
your main place of business.
In determining your main place of business, the IRS
takes into account three factors:

1. the length of time you spend at each location
for business purposes;
2. the degree of business activity in each area;
and
3. the relative financial return from each area.
Here’s a recent court case that illustrates this rule:
Akeem Soboyede, an immigration attorney, was
licensed to practice law in both Minnesota and
Washington, D.C., and he maintained solo law
practices in both Minneapolis and Washington, D.C.
Although Mr. Soboyede’s primary personal residence
was in Minneapolis, he divided his time between his
office in Minneapolis and his office in Washington,
D.C.
Get ready for a chuckle: in court, Mr. Soboyede
admitted in his testimony that he did not keep the
necessary documentation because he “did not know .
. . [he] was going to get audited.”
Due to the lack of records, the IRS disallowed most
of the deductions. The remaining issue for the court
was the travel expenses for lodging, for which Mr.
Soboyede had the records.
The court noted that Mr. Soboyede’s lodging
expenses were only deductible if he was “away from
home” as required by Section 162(a)(2).

In deciding whether Mr. Soboyede’s tax home was in
Minneapolis or Washington, D.C., the court used the
following two factors:

● Where did he spend more of his time?
● Where did he derive a greater proportion of
his income?
Answer: Washington, D.C. Think about this: He had
his home in Minneapolis, but the court ruled that his
“tax home” was in Washington, D.C. As a result, he
lost his travel deductions.

Time for a Joke!
The owner of a small deli was being questioned by an
IRS agent about his tax return. He had reported a net
profit of $80,000 for the year.
"Why don't you people leave me alone?" the deli
owner said. "I work like a dog, everyone in my family
helps out, the place is only closed three days a
year...and you want to know how I made $80,000?"
"It's not your income that bothers us," the agent said.
"It's these deductions. You listed six trips to Bermuda
for you and your wife." "Oh, that," the owner said
smiling. "Didn't I mention? We deliver anywhere..."

Principal Residence Gain
Exclusion Break
Here’s a look at how to apply the $250,000
($500,000, if married) principal residence tax break
when getting married or divorced, or when
converting another property into your home.
In both marriage and divorce situations, a home sale
often occurs. Of course, the principal residence gain
exclusion break can come in very handy when an
appreciated home is put on the block.
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● used the home as his or her principal

Sale during Marriage
Let’s say a couple gets married. They each own
separate residences from their single days. After the
marriage, the pair files jointly. In this scenario, it is
possible for each spouse to individually pass the
ownership and use tests for their respective
residences. Each spouse can then take advantage of a
separate $250,000 exclusion.

Sale before Divorce
In this example, a soon-to-be-divorced couple sells
their principal residence. Assume they still are legally
married as of the end of the year of sale because their
divorce is not yet final. In this scenario, the divorcing
couple can shelter up to $500,000 of home sale profit
in two different ways:

1. Joint return. The couple could file a joint
Form 1040 for the year of sale. Assuming
they meet the timing requirements, they can
claim the $500,000 joint-filer exclusion.

2. Separate returns. Alternatively, the couple
could file separate returns for the year of sale,
using
married-filing-separately
status.
Assuming the home is owned jointly or as
community property, each spouse can then
exclude up to $250,000 of his or her share of
the gain.
To qualify for two separate $250,000 exclusions,
each spouse must have

● owned his or her part of the property for at
least two years during the five-year period
ending on the sale date, and

residence for at least two years during that
five-year period.

Sale in Year of Divorce or Later
When a couple is divorced as of the end of the year in
which their principal residence is sold, they are
considered divorced for that entire year. Therefore,
they will be unable to file jointly for the year of sale.
The same is true, of course, when the sale occurs after
the year of divorce.
Key point. Under the preceding rules, both exspouses will typically qualify for separate $250,000
gain exclusions when the home is sold soon after the
divorce. But when the property remains unsold for
some time, the ex-spouse who no longer resides there
will eventually fail the two-out-of-five-years use test
and become ineligible for the gain exclusion
privilege.
Let’s see how we can avoid that unpleasant outcome:

When the Non-Resident Ex Continues
to Own the Home for Years after
Divorce
Sometimes ex-spouses will continue to co-own the
former marital abode for a lengthy period after the
divorce. Of course, only one ex-spouse will continue
to live in the home. After three years of being out of
the house, the non-resident ex will fail the two-outof-five-years use test. That means when the home is
finally sold, the non-resident ex’s share of the gain
will be fully taxable.
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But with some advance planning, you can prevent
this undesirable outcome.
If you will be the non-resident ex, your divorce
papers should stipulate that as a condition of the
divorce agreement,

● your ex-spouse is allowed to continue to
occupy the home for as long as he or she
wants, or

● until the kids reach a certain age, or
● for a specified number of years, or
● for whatever time period you and your soonto-be ex can agree on.

At that point, either the home can be put up for sale,
with the proceeds split per the divorce agreement, or
one ex can buy out the other’s share for current fair
market value.
This arrangement allows you, as the non-resident ex,
to receive “credit” for your ex’s continued use of the
property as a principal residence. So, when the home
is finally sold, you should pass the two-out-of-fiveyears use test and thereby qualify for the $250,000
gain exclusion privilege.
The same strategy works when you wind up with
complete ownership of the home after the divorce, but
your ex continues to live there. Stipulating as a
condition of the divorce that your ex is allowed to
continue to live in the home ensures that you, as the
non-resident ex, will qualify for the $250,000 gain
exclusion when the home is eventually sold.

Little-Known Non-Excludable Gain
Rule Can Mean Unexpectedly Higher
Taxes on a Property Converted into
Your Principal Residence
Once upon a time, you could convert a rental property
or vacation home into your principal residence,
occupy it for at least two years, sell it, and take full
advantage of the home sale gain exclusion privilege
of $250,000 for unmarried individuals or $500,000
for married, joint-filing couples. Those were the good
old days!
Unfortunately, legislation enacted back in 2008
included an unfavorable provision for personal
residence sales that occur after that year. The
provision can make a portion of your gain from
selling an affected residence ineligible for the gain
exclusion privilege.
Let’s call the amount of gain that is made ineligible
the non-excludable gain. The non-excludable gain
amount is calculated as follows.
Step 1. Take the total gain, and subtract any gain
from depreciation deductions claimed against the
property for periods after May 6, 1997. Include the
gain from depreciation (so-called unrecaptured
Section 1250 gain) in your taxable income. Carry the
remaining gain to Step 3.
Step 2. Calculate the non-excludable gain fraction.
The numerator of the fraction is the amount of time
after 2008 during which the property is not used as
your principal residence. These times are called
periods of non-qualified use, with some exceptions.
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Periods of non-qualified use don’t include temporary
absences that aggregate two years or less due to
changes of employment, health conditions, or other
circumstances specified in IRS guidance.
Periods of non-qualified use also don’t include times
when the property is not used as your principal
residence, if those times are

● after the last day of use as your principal
residence, and

● within the five-year period ending on the sale
date.
The denominator of the fraction is your total
ownership period for the property.
Step 3. Calculate the non-excludable gain by
multiplying the gain from Step 1 by the nonexcludable gain fraction from Step 2.
Step 4. Report on Schedule D of Form 1040 the nonexcludable gain calculated in Step 3. Also report any
Step 1 unrecaptured Section 1250 gain from
depreciation for periods after May 6, 1997. The
remaining gain is eligible for the gain exclusion
privilege, assuming you meet the timing
requirements.

The Basics of Depreciation
Are you thinking about buying personal property
(such as a car, a computer, or other equipment) or real
property (such as a building)? If you use the property
for personal purposes, it’s not deductible.
But if you use it in a business, you can deduct the full
cost using regular depreciation, first-year bonus
depreciation, or IRC Section 179 expensing.

Regular depreciation deductions take 3 to 39 years
depending on the property involved, while first-year
bonus depreciation allows you to deduct 100 percent
of the cost of personal property acquired through the
year 2022. Up to $1,050,000 of personal property
may also be deducted in one year under IRC Section
179.
But depreciation won’t begin if you purchase
property with the intent of beginning a new business.
You must actually already be in business to claim
depreciation. This doesn’t require that you make sales
or earn profits—only that your business is a going
concern.
Also, depreciation doesn’t begin the moment you
purchase property for your business. It begins only
when you place the property “in service” in your
business. You don’t have to actually use the property
in order to place it in service, but the property must
be available for use in your active business. This
could occur after you purchase the property.
Finally, if you use regular depreciation, you must
apply rules called conventions to determine the
month in which your depreciation deduction begins.
The earlier in the year, the larger your deduction for
the first year.
The default rule is that regular depreciation for
personal property begins July 1 the first year (midyear convention). But if you purchase 40 percent or
more of your total personal property for the year
during the fourth quarter, your depreciation begins at
the midpoint of the quarter in which it is placed in
service (mid-quarter convention).
First-year depreciation for real property begins at the
middle of the month during which the property is
placed in service (mid-month convention).
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The current tax policy debate in
Congress:
What you need to know
Congress is currently debating a variety of changes to
individual, business, trust, and investment tax rates.
The information in this Alert is intended to highlight
the potential changes to tax policy that are being
debated in Congress. Based on the overview of these
possible changes to tax law, please consider having a
conversation with a tax or legal professional to better
understand the potential impact of changes to tax
policy on your financial goals.

What are potential next steps?

• Understand which proposals may be relevant
to your specific situation

• Prioritize items that need immediate attention.
The proposed effective dates vary, making
some items more urgent than others.

• Stay tuned on how the proposals evolve over
the coming weeks and months. Some of the
proposals will take effect when legislation is
enacted, and the window of opportunity to
take action may be limited.

Highlights of the House Ways & Means
Committee Legislation

Who may be impacted?
Consultations with your tax and legal professionals
may be worthwhile if you:

• Anticipate large ordinary income or capital
gain events in the near future, such as the sale
of a business;

• Deduct qualified business income (QBI) or

Below are key highlights of the legislation released
by the House Ways & Means Committee on
September 13, 2021. Note, this is not a
comprehensive summary. This information is
intended to help you understand the key components
of potential tax changes under consideration in
Congress.

own qualified small business stock (QSBS);

• Have large retirement accounts ($10 million
+) or are considering a Roth conversion in
future years; and/or

• Are considering wealth transfer planning,
have an estate that would be subject to estate
tax (under either current or proposed law), or
have established a grantor trust (e.g.,
intentionally defective grantor trust, spousal
lifetime access trust, irrevocable life
insurance trust).

Individuals

• Increase in Income Tax Rate for Top
Bracket – The top individual income tax
bracket would have a rate increase to 39.6%;
this would apply to individual taxpayers with
an Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) over
$400,000; $450,000 for joint filers ($225,000
for married filing separate); $425,000 for
Head of Household; and $12,500 for trusts
and estates.
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• Increase in Capital Gains Tax Rate – The
long-term capital gains rate for the top bracket
would increase from 20% to 25%. Effective
for transactions entered into after September
13, 2021, unless subject to a binding written
contract executed prior to this date, and
closing before year-end.

• Net Investment Income Tax Expansion –
Applies the 3.8% NIIT to trade or business
income for individual taxpayers with an AGI
greater than $400,000 ($500,000 for joint
filers) as well as trusts and estates.

• Surcharge on High Income Individuals –
Taxpayers with an AGI of $5,000,000
($2,500,000 for married filing separate) from
all sources would pay a tax of 3% on the
excess income above $5,000,000.

• Limitation on Deduction of Qualified
Business Income – The bill would provide a
maximum allowable deduction of $400,000
for individuals, $500,000 for joint filers,
$250,000 for married filing separate, and
$10,000 for an estate or trust.

• Limitation on Excess Business Losses of
Non-corporate Taxpayers –The limitation on
excess business losses that was introduced in
the American Rescue Plan would be made
permanent (it was originally set to expire in
2027).
Corporations & Businesses

• Corporate Tax Rate – The bill would

26.5% rate for companies making more than
$10,000,000). Personal service practices,
such as law firms and medical offices, would
all be taxed at the highest rate of 26.5%
regardless of income.

• Limitation on Deduction for Qualified
Small Business Stock – The House Ways
and Means proposal would eliminate the 75%
and 100% deduction of capital gain allowed
by Section 1202 for individual taxpayers with
an AGI over $400,000 as well as trusts and
estates. High income earners could still
qualify for the 50% deduction. Effective for
transactions entered into after September 13,
2021, unless subject to a binding written
contract executed prior to this date, and
closing before year-end.
Retirement - For individual taxpayers with an
income greater than $400,000 ($450,000 for joint
filers):

• Limitation on IRA Contributions – No
further contributions to a Roth or traditional
IRA would be allowed if the total value of an
individual’s IRA and defined contribution
retirement accounts exceeds $10,000,000 at
the end of the previous tax year.

• Required Minimum Distribution (RMD)
on Large IRAs – For IRA balances greater
than $10,000,000, the bill would require an
RMD equal to 50% of the amount above
$10,000,000. If the balance exceeds
$20,000,000, the RMD would be 100% of the
amount in excess of $20,000,000. This would
apply to Roth IRAs, traditional IRAs and the
value of all defined contribution retirement
plans.

increase the top corporate tax rate to 26.5%,
graduated as follows: 18% on first $400,000
income; 21% for income between $400,000
and $5,000,000; 26.5% on income greater
than $5,000,000. The benefit of the graduated
rates would be phased out on companies
making more than $10,000,000 (i.e., flat
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• Limitation on Roth Conversions – The
proposal would prohibit “Back Door” Roth
conversions.

Wealth Planning

• Grantor Trust Changes – The bill would
change how grantor trusts are treated for
estate tax purposes. Grantor trusts established
after enactment would be includible in a
decedent’s taxable estate. Sales from a
grantor to a grantor trust after enactment
would also be taxable, and distributions to
beneficiaries would be treated as gifts.

• Loss of Valuation Discount – The proposed
bill would eliminate valuation discounts for
certain transfers of assets (often used to sell or
gift interests in family entities) with
exceptions for operating family businesses
and farms. Effective for transfers after the
date of enactment.

Takeaways

• Congress is debating changes to the tax code.
The House Ways and Means Committee tax
proposals are the first step in enacting
sweeping changes to the tax code. However,
before becoming law, the bill will need to
pass the House and be reconciled with any tax
law changes adopted by the Senate.

• Discuss with your advisors how proposed tax
changes may impact your financial goals.

Visit our website and share helpful tips
Bet you didn't know we also love to do video updates.
Check out the “Mike Talking" page for video updates
to stay current on tax law changes. Please share with
your friends and colleagues.

https://www.liebcody.com/mike-talking

• Decrease in Estate & Gift Tax Unified
Credit – The increase in the Unified Credit
would return to the pre-Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
amount of $5,000,000 per person, adjusted for
inflation ($5,850,000 in 2021). The existing
exemption would remain in effect through the
end of this year.

Our Network
If you would like a second opinion regarding your
Estate Plan or Financial Investing please contact us.
We have attorneys and financial advisors ready to help.
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